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‘Fall Guys’ by Ian Andrew
Wright & Tran 3!
Kara Wright & Tien Tran are unlike any female detectives that have gone before.
One is ruthless, borderline psychopathic. The other, is the conscience and
restraint for both. Combat veterans of an elite intelligence unit, the women now
make their living working mostly the mundane, but just occasionally they get to
use all their former training.
"Why are the Brits selling weapons to ISIS?."
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When a break-in threatens Britain’s National Security, Franklyn calls on Wright
& Tran but Kara will have to take this case on her own. Tien wants nothing to
do with the world of Private Investigations and less to do with the world of
Franklyn. Kara goes solo, but finding who is responsible for the break-in is the
easy part. Finding who the real criminals are is much, much harder.
Isolated in a world of half-truths and lies, international arms deals and power
politics, she is quick to discover that she’s been working for the wrong side. What
she didn’t figure on was that making amends will place her, and those she loves,
in the sights of those who have everything to lose.
About the author
Ian Andrew was born and raised in Northern Ireland, then joined the military at
age eighteen. An RAF Intelligence Officer, he served for twenty years before he
relocated, with his Australian wife, to the rural south-west of Western Australia
and established a successful management consultancy. Now, surrounded by a
resident mob of kangaroos, he runs an independent imprint assisting other
authors achieve their publishing goals. He is currently writing the next novel in
the Wright & Tran detective series.
…Wright and Tran are the best in the business. Andrew's own experience working with
Military Intelligence provides his work with authenticity and heart… He is an author who
can be relied upon to deliver a good – no, much more than that – a great read.
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